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This book is presented in the traditional Japanese manner and is meant to be read from right to 
left. The cover at the opposite end is considered the front of the book. 

To begin reading, please flip over and start at the other end, making your way “backward” 
through the book, starting at the top right corner and reading the panels (and the word  
balloons) from right to left. Continue on to the next row and repeat.
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Kagami JiJi

Born of ancient temple mirrors that have been abandoned 
and forgotten, the Kagami Jiji knows the secrets of the land 
beyond the reflecting glass. Lonely and lustful, he kidnaps 
pretty, young girls and takes them into his mirror world. 
The old man of the mirror has no true form, but his soul is  
tied to the mirror that gave him birth. Shatter the mirror  
and his captives go free.

FutaKuchi Onna

The Futakuchi Onna has two mouths, and both of them are 
hungry. While she may look dainty and sweet from the front, 
hidden behind her luxurious hair is a second gaping maw 
ready to swallow you whole. Her reach never exceeds her 
grasp—her serpent-like hair can stretch to over 650 feet and 
snatch things to feed her ravenous hunger. 

Kamaitachi

Most commonly depicted as a trio of weasels, this  
Kamaitachi is just one guy but with an awfully big mouth. 
The master of the whirlwind, when Kamaitachi puts his 
lips together to blow it is time for Kitaro to take a spin. The  
Kamaitachi traditional attack hits you three times in an  
instant—first knocking you down, then cutting you, then 
healing you—leaving you undamaged but in terrible pain.
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taNtaNbO

This giant head is a dangerous cousin of the Tokushima  
prefecture yokai Okamuro. Whereas Okamuro is content just 
to poke out of doors and surprise people, Tantanbo is more 
ambitious. He wants to put his giant mouth to good use.  
Tantanbo may be just a head, but he has a variety of weapons 
at his disposal. From his missile spit to his flash beam eyes, 
Tantanbo is a force to be reckoned with. 

brigadOON eFFect

Named after a folkloric Scottish village that appears for 
only one day every hundred years, the Brigadoon Effect  
refers to any location that is unstuck in time.

ObaKe daruma

This yokai looks like a traditional roly-poly Daruma doll that 
sprouted arms and legs, but that is where the resemblance 
ends. Instead of a wise sage of endurance, the Obake Daruma 
lives in the hidden 4th floor of buildings and solves problems 
only a yokai can handle. He does not cause too much trouble, 
but if you cross him he has a secret attack—a bellyful of little 
buddies, made from his own organs. 
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KaiJu KitarO

The blood of the Zeuglodon did not turn Kitaro immortal, just 
into a brainless, giant monster bent on destroying Tokyo.  
Almost as good, right?

mecha ZeuglOdON

In a country attacked by giant monsters as often as Japan, 
it only makes good sense to build a giant robot for defense. 
The remote-controlled Mecha Zeuglodon tackles Kaiju  
Kitaro in one of the first Giant Robot vs. Monster  
battles in history.

ZeuglOdON

 With the head of a whale, and the body of a yeti, Zeuglodon 
(also known as the South Sea Monster) is a legendary monster 
from New Guinea. Like many mythical yokai, the Zeuglodon’s 
blood is said to grant immortality. However, that immortality 
comes at a price.
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the bacKbeard

An American yokai, Backbeard is a giant eye with a body 
formed from shadow and smog. His massive bulk and  
clutching tendrils are only part of his horror. Do not look 
Backbeard in the eye—he can cause vertigo with a glance.
Backbeard is the leader of the Western yokai, and one of  
Kitaro’s most powerful enemies.

FraNKeNsteiN’s mONster

One of the most famous monsters in the world, but he was 
never given a name. The Monster was stitched together from 
corpses by Victor Frankenstein, and then brought to life 
through a mysterious process.

WereWOlF

Widespread in European folklore, the werewolf transforms 
during a full moon to feast on human flesh. Although this 
werewolf seems more comfortable in a suit and tie than 
romping through the wilderness.
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dracula   

A monster that needs no introduction, this is the famous 
Transylvanian Count Dracula himself. A bloodsucker of  
high pedigree.

Witch

The mistress of maleficium, this is a traditional witch of the 
oldest school—flying broomstick, pointed hat, warts and all. 
She fights on the side of the Western yokai.

NuriKabe

If you are wandering the streets at night, and suddenly find a 
wall in front of you that wasn’t there before—a wall you can’t 
seem to walk around no matter how far you go—you have 
probably just encountered the yokai Nurikabe. Hailing from 
Fukuoka prefecture, Nurikabe doesn’t say much but is one of 
Kitaro’s biggest supporters. Kitaro brings him in whenever 
there is sizable work to be done. Nurikabe is both strong and 
flexible. He looks like rock, but he’s actually made of blacktop 
tar.
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ittamOmeN

This yokai from Kagoshima prefecture is a friend of the wind 
who flies freely through the air. Its favorite attack is to swoop 
down, wrap around the necks of enemies, and choke their life 
out. Watch out for that wisp of white! But Ittamomen is not 
entirely sinister—it’s always there when Kitaro and his gang 
needs a ride. Ittamomen’s body is a single strip of cotton and 
impervious to most harm. In all the world it fears only fire and 
scissors. 

suNaKaKe baba

Deep in the woods of Nara prefecture, the yokai  
Sunakake Baba lurks to fling sand from her hair on unwitting  
passers-by. Why does she do this? No one knows. The ways 
of the yokai are dark and mysterious. Sunakake Baba does  
more than just irritate people by throwing sand on them.  
She is one of Kitaro’s staunchest allies, and plays a special  
role in his life. She is the landlord of the Yokai Apartments 
where Kitaro lives with his father, Medama Oyaji.

KONNaKi JiJi

The body of a baby. The face of an old man. Konnaki Jiji is 
one of Kitaro’s most bizarre looking allies. And one of the 
most dangerous. This yokai from Tokushima prefecture 
hides his withered face and cries like a lost, innocent baby. 
When a good Samaritan (or a bad guy!) picks him up, he  
increases his weight to up to two tons, crushing the poor soul 
with the weight of a boulder. If you see a wailing baby where 
it shouldn’t be, think twice before lending a hand! Or at least 
check its face to ensure an old man isn’t staring back at you.
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KyuKetsu-Ki

Growing deep under the Earth’s surface, the vast, blood  
sucking tree called the kyuketsu-ki sends its spores to the  
surface to plant seeds in human bodies and feed off 
their blood. It has something in common with another  
bloodsucker—the kyuketsu-ki’s name is a pun on the  
Japanese word for vampire. The kyuketsu-ki is originally  
misidentified as a nobiagari, a type of yokai that stretches 
when you look at it, but Kitaro soon discovers the truth.

hyaKume

In Hyakume’s case, the name says it all. “Hyakume” means 
“one hundred eyes” and that’s pretty much what you get 
with this grotesque yokai. Hyakume only comes out at night. 
With that many eyes, the sun is blinding and it is hard to find  
sunglasses that fit.

suiKO

A sweet tasting water spirit, the suiko tempts children to drink 
it and then possesses their bodies from the inside. Suiko are 
as mutable as liquid, and can transform into clouds or mist. 
But they share the same weakness of all liquids—suiko can 
be frozen solid. The best way to trap a suiko is inside a clay 
jar, where it will pass the ages waiting for someone foolish 
enough to crack the seal and take a sip.
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NeKO seNiN

Neko Senin is a 1,200-year old man who mastered the secret of 
immortality by separating his soul from his body. To protect 
his body, he hid it deep inside an ancient burial mound. His 
soul he placed inside of a cat, moving from cat to cat across 
the centuries to become a cat immortal.
 

yasha

A soul-swallowing night demon, Yasha is more than just a 
handsome face crowned with fine, flowing hair. His guitar and 
sweet voice charms the souls right out of children’s bodies like 
a Japanese Pied Piper. If you ever seen the Yasha’s true form, 
watch out. You’ll find yourself in a hairy situation.

la seiNe

A vampire from France who came to test his powers against 
the famous Kitaro and sample Japanese blood. La Seine takes 
his name from the Seine River that flows through Paris.
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medama OyaJi

Kitaro’s father. An eyeball that rolled from his own jellified 
corpse, Medama Oyaji willed himself back to life so he could 
keep an eye on his newborn baby Kitaro, the last of the Ghost 
Tribe. He rides around in Kitaro’s empty eye socket and is al-
ways ready to lend a hand. Medama Oyaji is a scholar extraor-
dinaire on all things yokai with centuries of experience and 
contacts in the yokai world. He advises Kitaro on problems 
that inevitably arise, and pulls the boy out of scrapes when 
Kitaro has gotten in over his head. Medama Oyaji likes noth-
ing better to kick back and relax, soaking in a teacup bath.

NeZumi OtOKO

Half yokai. Half human. All scoundrel. Nezumi Otoko is over 
360 years old and boasts that he has never seen the inside of 
a bathtub. His greatest weapon is his stench—his breath alone 
can knock you out cold. In spite of his tattered appearance, 
he claims to be a degreed scholar from Yokai University. But 
I wouldn’t trust a word he says. Deceitful. Conniving. Greedy. 
Nezumi Otoko is also one of Kitaro’s best friends—the kind of 
friend that would sell Kitaro out for the price of a candy bar. 
But despite Nezumi Otoko’s most Machiavellian mechaniza-
tions, he always seems to end up on the right side in the end.

yOKai glOssary Zach davissON

brieF descriptiONs OF sOme OF the Key 
yOKai players iN this vOlume
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142  Nishi Chofu is a station in the Chofu area of western Tokyo, where Mizuki has lived for a 
number of years. 

148  The Sai Riverbed is said to be the head of the underworld’s Sanzu River, and is the place 
where children who die before their parents are punished and tormented for their lack of filial 
piety. 

157 The characters in the Japanese name (Kikaigashima) are “Demon”, “World” and “Island”. 

159  Ad: Yokai Wanted, Destination: Kikai Island, Remuneration: One gold piece, Place: Tama 
Cemetery, Date/Time: April 1, 12:00 a.m.

159  Known as “Ittan Momen” in Japanese, Ittamomen appears to be a strip of cotton approxi-
mately ten metres long.  

175  Yamato was a World War II battleship, one of the most powerful ships ever built. Designed 
to fight the US fleet, it was hit by at least eleven torpedos and sunk south of the Japanese island 
of Kyushu. 

243  Kannon-zaki is a small peninsula in Yokosuka, Kanagawa Prefecture, about eighty kilome-
tres south of Tokyo. 

295  The Hedgehog was an anti-submarine munition developed during World War II. 

310  A daruma is a round doll, usually painted red with a beard and made from papier-maché, 
that is thought to bring luck and make wishes come true. The daruma usually has unpainted 
eyes: one is filled in when the owner makes a wish or goal, and the other is filled in when the wish 
comes true or the goal is met.

312  The character for the number four can be read as “shi”, the same reading as the character 
for the word “death”. 

327 Shikoku is the smallest of the four main islands of Japan, south of the main island of Honshu. 

362  The sacred rope Nezumi Otoko is making is a “shimenawa”, a braided straw rope used for 
ritual purification and to mark sacred places in Shintoism. The sacred streamers— “gohei” or 
“shime”—are pieces of white paper cut into strips and hung from the shimenawa ropes to sym-
bolize purity. 

378  The tanuki is a raccoon dog famous in Japanese folklore for its mischievousness and its abil-
ity to change shape.
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NOtes

8  Article: Three more dead. The strange illness spreading through Tokyo is very similar to an 
outbreak in Paris, France.  

20  Gomoku (also known as GoBang or Five-In-A-Row) is a game played with black and white 
stones on a Go board. The object of the game is to get an unbroken row of five stones in any 
direction. 

22  The “ge ge ge” of the song and of Kitaro’s Japanese title Ge Ge Ge no Kitaro comes from 
Shigeru Mizuki’s own childhood nickname. As a boy, he was unable to pronounce his given 
name, and ended up calling himself “Gegeru”. The name stuck and was generally shortened to 
“Gege”. Kitaro was originally called Kitaro of the Graveyard with the “ge ge ge” only appearing 
in the song in praise of Kitaro, but when the manga was turned into an animated TV series in 
1968, sponsors thought “Graveyard” was too scary for a kids show, so the program became Ge 
Ge Ge no Kitaro. The title of the manga was changed to Ge Ge Ge no Kitaro to match in November 
1967 while the show was in production.  

61  A shamisen is a three-stringed instrument, the cover of which is made out of cat skin (or dog 
skin for cheaper student instruments). 

86  Donpei has placed the bat in the alcove, a space usually reserved for the display of beautiful 
and valuable objects. 

98  The traditional suiko is often confused with the kappa (water-dwelling yokai known for their 
love of eating children and cucumbers) due to their similar appearance, but the suiko is larger, 
fiercer and much more likely to take a person’s life. However, the suiko Mizuki depicts here has 
little in common with this standard interpretation of the yokai, aside from the shared ability to 
possess people.

122  The Dragon King’s palace (ryugu-jo) is the mythical palace of the dragon god at the bottom 
of the sea, which appears often in Japanese folklore.

131  Momotaro is a hero from a Japanese fairytale often translated as “Peach Boy”. Momotaro 
comes to earth in a giant peach floating down a river where a poor, old childless couple live. 
When she and her husband open the peach to eat it, they discover the baby boy and adopt him 
as their son. When Momotaro grows up, he goes off to fight the demons terrorizing a far-off 
island, teaming up with a dog, a monkey, and a pheasant, who use their various talents to help 
him defeat the demons. He returns home with the spoils of his victory to provide a comfortable 
life for his old parents. 
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Don’t worry, pops! Kagami Jiji 
explodeD! i got my image bacK. 
I’m sure that the girl is back 

to normal again, 
 too. i hope…

the girl 
was wait-

ing for 
them at 

the first 
house.

thank you 
so much, 

mr. Kitaro. 
you’re my 

hero! 

no, no. Don’t 
thanK me. 
you’re 
making 
me blush...

bye-bye!

Kitaro,
this battle

certainly was
a tough

one, hm?

Just thinKing 
about it
makes me
shuDder.
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the moment 
Kagami Jiji grabbed 

his father, Kitaro 
attackeD.

Kagami 
JijI’s 

true form 
slid out of 
his mouth. 

when Kitaro pounceD, the 
yokai fled the old man’s 
body, which was nothing 

more than a borrowed 
shell. as soon as 

Kagami Jiji was out, 
Kitaro Jumped in and

took his place. 

the mirror
yokai

naturally
escaped
into the
mirror.

Kitaro leapt 
up and 

smashed 
the 

mirror. 

aah!  
Kitaro,  
stop!
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Kitaro! you could 
end up in pieces! 

you Don’t 
know that

oh! 
Dad!

c’mere 
you!
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ah!

Kitaro’s a 
prisoner 

now, too! 

Dad, I’m 
right 
here.

you turned 
into a 
rock?

no, I’m 
just 

holding 
the rocK.

he tooK my image, 
so I’m going to 
smash the mirror 
with this rock and 
try to get it bacK.

idiot!
you might be 
able to Kill 
Kagami Jiji 
that way, but…

what will 
happen to 

you?
…..
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fool.

get in 
there.

Kagami Jiji has no  
soliD form. whether it  
was Kitaro’s fists or  
his spirit powers,
nothing could
touch him.

ah!
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who could 
it be at this 

hour…

maybe it’s that tricKy 
old woman… or the 

tanuKi* Danzaburo? 
...you may come in!

?

I’m a  
traveller,  
and i was
hoping for  
a place  
to stay…

what an  
unusual
mirror!
may i?

why you! Don’t 
touch that!

oof!

*notes page 386.
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ah!

what a 
despicable 
old man!

hello? 
anyone 
home?

go in through the front, 
but be on your guarD.
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let’s Just 
take a 
look.

i coulD 
stare at you 
forever. hee 
hee hee!

please let me out 
of this mirror.

if you’re 
lonely, I’ll 
come Join 

you!
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father, what 
kind of yokai 

is this Kagami 
Jiji?

i don’t Know 
for sure, 
myself, 
but...

from what i hear, he lives in a 
mirror, and legend has it that if 
you break the mirror, he’ll die.

there!
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you wait 
there.

all right.

let me check 
the spirit 

energy
around

here.

oKay, 
this  
way.
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you two seem 
quite strong.

well, i am 
Kitaro of the 
graveyard…

you’re the famous mr. Kitaro? no 
wonder you’re not scared! may i 

ask a favor of you? 

a favor for 
a yokai?

I’m not a 
yokai!

Kagami Jiji has 
stolen my image.

well then, 
you must
be quite  
beautiful.

oh my! you  
flatter me!

Kagami Jiji has always 
loveD playing mean 
tricKs on pretty girls.

sounds like a  
bit of a pervert

if you ask 
me

please, could 
you get my 
image back

for me?

what do 
you think, 

Dad?

it is your 
mission to 
get rid of 
evil yokai.

well, 
let’s get 

going 
then.
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c’mere!ha! got 
you!

Kitaro! what 
are you Doing?

I’ve caught some 
kind of

creature.

i don’t 
see any-
thing. 

but i  
can  
feel  

it!

ow!
ouch!

Did you hear 
something 

yell?

no way!  
is it an  
invis- 
ible  
man?

ouch!

holD on 
a minute!

it has the same 
shape as a 

person.

maybe like 
a little 

girl…

a girl?
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anyone 
home?

guess no 
one’s here.

hey you! what 
you think 

you’re doing?!

I’m going
to sleep
now, Kitaro.

sign: be careful with fire.
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yoo-hoo!yes?

i woulDn’t go any further,  
if i were you. they say  

there’s monsters up there. 

I’ll be fine.you’re a strange 
one. well, it won’t 
be my fault if you 
get eaten up by
a monster.

the sun’s 
set already. 
maybe i can 
spenD the 
night here.
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Deep in the mountains 
of nara prefecture, 
where Kagami Jiji* 

is founD...

*see yokai glossary page 396.
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maN iN the 
mirrOr
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mr. 
Kitaro!

please 
accept 

this.

what
is it?

an
honorary 

villager 
certifi-

cate.

no, thanks. 
I’m gooD.

now there  
goes a great  

kid!
thanks, 
Kitaro!

take care!

once again, “ge ge ge” reverberated 
through the shiKoku mountains.
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eeah!

you wanna be a slave 
to this vest for all 

eternity? then come
dig me out!

uh, yeah. 

i though 
you’d turn to 

stone, too...

that’s why 
i helped.

honestly. 
i have to  
do every-
thing for 
you!

before long, the 
flattened Kitaro 
was pulled free.

hurry! go help 
grandfather
yamabiKo’s  
great great
granDdaughter.

pfft!

Kitaro, the girl’s bacK to normal and 
the yokai are turned to stone. 

will you please 
take your vest 

back now?

no, you Keep
it on. i thinK 
I’ll keep you

as my
servant

for a  
while.

yeah! 
you 
askeD 
for it!
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and all that was left was 
an enormous rock. 

the castle 
along with the 

yokai insiDe
had turned

to stone.

  the  
mountains 

echoed
with

Kitaro’s
victory

song. 

that iDiot Kitaro’s buried 
in that stone 
up there, too. 

he Didn’t 
exactly 

win. 
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Kitaro was squeezing him 
so tightly through the vest, 
nezumi otoKo had no choice 

but to get to worK making 
a new sacred rope. 

“twist twenty-four times, 
twenty-four strands of 
straw, attach twenty-
four sacred streamers*. 
put in the tail of a newt, 
and the oil of a poisonous 
moth.

“place on the yokai castle 
before the first crow of 

the rooster.” this isn’t 
going to be easy.

the vice-like vest forced 
nezumi otoKo to obey 
Kitaro. aiming for the 
roof of the castle, he 

swung the 
rope...

*see notes page 386.
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